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Summary

A modification of Thurstone Model for analysis of data from paired
comparison experiments has been given by Mosteller. In this paper
angular transformation is used to generalise Mosteller's modelin order
to make the preference proportions independent and incidentally ensure
homoscedasticity of variances and correlations and additivity of scale in
the subjective continuum for the stimuli.

1. Introduction

The method of paired comparisons is a technique of ranking
stimuli by the response they produce in a subject by offering the
stimuli in all possible pairs, the number of repetitions on each pair
being equal or unequal. When ties and order effects are ignored the
judge is to express his preference by giving a score 1 to the pre
ferred object of the pair and a score zero to the non-preferred
object. Thurstone (1927) developed a model for analysis of data
from such experiments under the follovi'ing assumptions:—

(0 There is a set of stimuli which can be located in a subjec
tive continuum.

(//) Each stimulus when presented to an individual gives rise
to a sensation in the individual.

(iii) The distribution of sensations for a particular stimulus
over repetitions is normal.

(iv) The stimuli are presented in pairs to an individual thus
giving rise to a sensation for each stimulus.

(v) Assume equal standard deviations for each stimulus and
zero correlations between pairs of stimuli. Mosteller (1951 a) relaxed
the condition of zero correlations in (v) to one of equal correlations
with no change in method. In (1951 b) he discussed the effect of
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an aberrant standard deviation. In (1951 c) he used an angular trans
formation to develop a validity test for his model. Glen and David
(1960) used an inverse sine transformation to solve a problem of
correlated data due to ties .in paired comparison experiments. In
the present paper we use angular transformation to the basic pre
ference data and develop two rating scales along with their disper
sion matrices for equal as well as unequal numbers of repetitions in
paired comparisons. The logic of the transformation is discussed in
section 2. Specialisations of the first scale are given for two in
complete patterns of paired comparisons namely, standard com
parison pairs and symmetrical pairs by Sadasivan (1973, 1974, 1977).
Further the Pitman eflBciency of S.C.P. is derived.

2. The Model

Let Xi, Xj be single sensations evoked ina judge by the /-th and
7-th stimuli. Assume Xi, X) to be normally distributed with

EiX,) = Si-

Var(ZO=a^ (r=l,2,./);
correlation between Xi, Xj=c, a constant. With error-free data we
can order the stimuli as follows :

Let Pi) be the proportion of times Xi>Xj. Then using the
same methods as in (3)

cc

-1where F(X)= ^
V lit

—X

Given any Pij we can solve foT-(S(-Sj) by using the normal proba
bility tables. We get t(t~l)l2 equations involving t unknowns.
Arbitrarily set Sx=0 and solve for Si (/=2,.. t).

In the case of experimental data the estimate ofPi)=pij=ihe
proportion of preference for /, from lUj trials of the pair Then

where - S'p

=estimate of {St—Si).
Under Mosteller's model, the distribution of the diflference Xt-Xj is
normal with mean St—S/ and unit variance. Fuither,

•?'(—^)=1—F(x). Hence

5; - s; (p,o.
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Mosteller (3) gets the treatment ratings directly from ,the pij
values using summation and least square techniques. For his tech
nique to be valid (/) Xi (i=l, should be normally distributed
with mean Si (z=l, 2, ..l) and uniform variance (2) Xi, X,
must be equally correlated and (3) the scale should be additive. If
any of these conditions fail, the ratings will not reflect the true situa
tion. It may be noted that the assumption of normality is only a
computational device for building up a rating scale. Moreover, the
variability of Xi (/=1, will not always be uniform as postula
ted. An extraneous factor as taste fatigue in sensory discrimination
will affect the variability. Unequal correlations among the responses
will also affect the ratings. The condition that the scale should be
additive is often broken in paired comparisons. Further, it may
happen that different judges have entered into the preference testing
giving rise to different correlations among pairs of stimuli. The
transformation takes care of these possible disturbances. Moreover,
Mosteller's technique does not give an estimate of variance of
ratings. Hence we modify the assumptions under the model as
(1) the responses are additive along the transformed scale. (2) The
variability of Xi is uniform along the transformed scale. (3) Pairs
of responses are equally correlated under the new scale. (4) The
distribution of sensations for a particular stimulus becornes normal
under the new scale.

Now use the inverse sine transformation,

e'=aic sin

where p' is the observed proportion from a binomial sample of size
n from a population with true proportion of success p. 6' is approxi
mately normally distributed with nearly independent variance
a'-0'= 821/« or 1/47Z depending on whether d' is measured in degrees
or radians. Proceeding as before we get the same expression (2"2)
under the modified assumptions. Replace (2"2) by

nl2

FiX)=l cos y dy=^ (1-f sin*)

-X
f)

where X represents an angle in radian measure. This change is
possible under the modified assumptions. Then

S'f —Sj —sin~^ (2pij—l)=Dij
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which can be obtained from tables of angular transforn^ations. Also,

-5; + S'i =sin-i (2/7,<-l) = -sin-i (2pu~-l).

For large samples,

Var sin~H2/?Jj—l)=Var sin-i\2;7j<—])=Var(5'̂ —S'̂ )=

Then the error sum of squares

lUi

E= S {Si-S,-DaY
i<J

...(2-3)

Minimise (2'3) with respect to S{ (/=], 2,...r). Set Si-^0.

Then S Da ...(2-4)
J=2 i=2

Sj='Y,Dii (/=2, ...(2-5)

where is summation 77^1. The system (2"5) is linearly indepen-
j

dent and' hence permits unique solution. Putting (2"5) in matrix
form and solving, the estimate of^ S=S*={X'X)~W

2 1 1

1 2 1

•' yvi = .where (X'X) , S'={S.i,Ss.St) and

1 1 1 ... 2

- L'
J i

The dispersion matrix of S* is

i:,=(X'X)-^ X)
6* D

where is the variance-covariance matrix of D.
D

when mj=n,^'^{X'Xr^ln
s*

...(2'7)

...(2 8)
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A different method of solution is by using Rao (1974) chapter
4. The unreduced normal equations after transformation are
{X'X)S=Di. where Dx is a colum vector of / elements, ^ind the
g-inverse C of X'X. Then S*=CDi and dispersion of D^i.e.
D{Di)^a^ {X'X) where a® is the common-factor of the elements of
the dispersion matrix for a constant number n ofrepetitions on each
pair. Hence dispersion of When the observational
equations can be set out as ^

E{D)=XS-, 1S1?^0. Put z=Ld
-i

Then £(Z)=I1 XS= US (say); Z)(Z)=/.
The normal equations are U'US=U'Z=D2. Find theg-invers;

CioiU'U. Then'S*=CiZ)2 and L=Ci.
s*

3. An Alternative Model

Using the classical Gauss-Markoff set-up our problem can be
formulated as follows. The observational equations after angular
transformation can be put as

D=XS+i

where A' is a-
2

D'=

X t matrix,

Di, Di,.
Dt(t-l)

')•
and e=the error vector.

Then ^(€)=0;
Z)(€)=a2/

is the dispersion matrix which means the error-variables are uncor-
related after transformation. Under the original scale the error
corresponding to the I'th stimulus also depends on the other stimuli
as is evident from the normal equations and is hence correlated.
The transformation takes care of this correlation. Thus

E{D)=XS;

where the number of repetitions on a pair {i,j)=n. Then the normal
equations are

X'XS=X'D

(3-1) does not admit a solution since RiX), the rank of
X'=(t—l)<t, the number ofparameters to be estimated. In order
to increase iJCA') to/, introduce the constraint Si-\-Si +-+St=0.
This ppjjstraint is valid since we are interested only inthe relative
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positions of the stimuli. This provides a matrix F of size (IX/)
such that R{X' :H')=t, that is we add one row to meet the deficiency
in rank, Hence, the true inverse C={X'X-{-H'g-inverse of
X'X. Then a unique solution of the ratings is given by

S*=CX'D=CQ with dispersion

DiS*)=a^C^lln{X'X+H'H)-^ where Q=X'D.

For any linear functions P'S*, R'S*, the variances and covari-
ances are

V(P'S*)=a^P'CP and

Cov {P'S*, R'S*)=a^P'CR
where P', R' are row vectors of t elements each.

When «=«i, for pair (/,j) use the transformation

Z=S •O to the observational equations D=XS',
1LI

so that E{Z)=US
-i

where U=^ X
and D{Z)=I.
The normal equations become

U'US=U'Z and C={U'U+H'Hr^ where H is defined as
above. Thus the rating vector and the corresponding dispersion
matrix are given by S*=CU'SD{S*)=C. The variances and
covariances of linear functions of rating vectors are obtained as
V{P'S*)=P'CP ; cov {P'S*, R'S*)=P'CR. A model for standard
comparison pairs is obtained by putting nij=n ioT pairs compared
andmj^O for others. Then (2-6J, (2'8) and (2-7) reduce respec
tively to

(0 S*=-D-,

{a) L = ;i: =

2:=
s*

(///) (~][{t-l)X{t-])]
For ? stimuli, 5*1,Sa-.-Sj, a set of symmetrical pairs is {Si, S2)

(5*2, S3)...{St, Sx). In the model in section 2 substitute m, i+i=n
for i^l, 2,...t with the convention that (i+ l) mod t must be taken
for and «0=O for Then the solutions (2"6), (2'8) and
(2"7) for symmetrical pairs are respectively

•~^12+-023 \
—£>23+£>34

{iv) ,S*={X'X)-^D with D=

V f
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(V) L = ^
n

(vO ^=(X'Xr^ L
S* D

4. Tests

As a test of validity of the model one can use a chi-square in
the usual way as given by Sadasivan et al. (1974). An exact over
all test for stimuli can be made by using the theorem of Rao (1974)

which states that the distribution of a quadratic form Z' Z is a
non-central X® where Z is a vector of normal variables with mean [x
and dispersion matrix,

5. Efficiency of S. C. P. and Conclusions

The test statistic for complete pairs with unequal number of
repetitions viz

-1

S*' ^ S* is distributed as a non-central
s»

1- {t-l, S' 2 S) and that for S.C.P. viz .
s

-1

S* 25* is distributed as a

nt-hs: L5',)
Si

where S and Ss are the respective rating vectors. Now we derive
the Pitman efficiency of S.C.P. using the method of Noether (1955)
to test the hypothesis.

Ho: (i=2,...0 against the alternative

Hi {i=2,

where Si„ are arbitrary, positive constants and n, the sample size.
Using the approximations,

(«) S5i=0
1=2

for nearby alternatives to the null hypothesis for full pairs

(b) -D^i=S, for S.C.P. the ARE of S CP. to full pairs is
(/—l)/r. It may be noted that for more rapidly converging alter
natives this efficiency increases.

Thus the present paper generalises Mosteller's model for
paired comparisons tp unequal correlations among the pairs,
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